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The influence of adsorbed molecules on Na-sites in NaY zeolite
investigated by triple-quantum 23Na MAS NMR spectroscopy
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Abstract

The effect of hydration and benzene adsorption on 23Na resonance and the quadrupolar interaction in NaY zeolites is
studied by triple-quantum MAS 23Na NMR spectroscopy. In the case of a C D rNaY system, the results show that with an6 6

Ž .increase in benzene loading, there is an up-field trend in isotropic chemical shift d and a decreasing second orderCS
Ž .quadrupolar effect x for the site II sodium ions. It was found that adsorbed benzene molecules have a slight effect on thes

environment of sodium ions on site I. All the sodium sites in NaY are influenced upon hydration. The up-field shift of the
sodium d reflects the effect of coordination of oxygen atoms on sodium cations due to hydration. The magnitude of xCS s

for hydrated sodium sites increases and then falls off with water loading. The increase in x is due to the initial hydrations

among SI-, SIX- and SII-sodium ions, while the decrease is the result of approaching the final stage of saturated hydration.
q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The catalytic properties of synthetic zeolites result
from their capacity to adsorb a variety of molecular
species into their connecting cages orrand channels
within the framework structure where the adsorption

w xsites are situated 1–3 . To understand the catalytic
behavior of zeolites, one should first investigate not
only the distribution of the cation sites in particular,
but also the site interaction with the adsorbed
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molecules. Benzene is an essential probe in the study
of the adsorption and enables description of aromatic

w xsite interaction in porous materials 4–6 . In NaY,
the location for benzene has been studied using

w x w xneutron diffraction 7,8 , IR 9 and molecular dy-
w xnamic calculation 10 . Two adsorption sites are

revealed as the SII-Na and 12R window in the
supercage. In addition, the presence of adsorbed
water molecules in NaY causes not only a decrease
in unit cell size but also an increase in the ionic

w xmobility of sodium 11 and redistribution of sodium
w xion in zeolites 12 .

The structure of zeolite Y, which is similar to that
of the mineral faujasite, has been determined by

w xX-ray diffraction 13,14 , powder neutron diffraction
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w x 29 w x15 and Si NMR spectra 16 . Fig. 1 displays a
portion of this structure with the correlated sites

w xreferred 17 . Each unit cell contains eight su-
percages, eight sodalite cages and 16 hexagonal
prisms. The diameters of the 6-ring windows of the
sodalite cages and the 12-ring windows of the su-

˚ ˚percages are about 2.4 A and 7.4 A, respectively. It
is believed that water molecules may enter both the
supercages and the sodalite cages, while benzene
molecules may only be accommodated in the su-
percages.

In NaY zeolite, the properties of sodium cation
sites are suitably investigated using solid-state NMR
spectra because of their element-selectivity. Different
solid-state NMR techniques including MAS, DOR
and nutation have been used to determine the
quadrupolar parameters of the crystallographically

w xdistinct sodium sites 18–20 . Recently, a multiple-
Ž .quantum MAS NMR MQMAS proposed by Medek

w xet al. 21 has been able to yield high resolution
NMR spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei such

23 Ž . 27 Ž . 17 Ž .as Na Is3r2 , Al Is5r2 and O Is5r2
win inorganic salts, glasses and molecular sieves 22–

x29 . This technique can separate the overlapping
signals and provides both the isotropic chemical shift
Ž .d and the magnitude of the second orderCS

Fig. 1. Structure of faujasite, showing the structure of a supercage
and the location of cation sites I–III. In NaY zeolite, only site I, IX

and II are referred to.

Ž . qquadrupolar effect x . Its application to Na ins

zeolite has yielded observed x for the Na sites ins

the zeolites ranging from 1.0 to 3.1 MHz. These
include SI-Na in NaY and NaEMT, sodium ions on
10-ring sites of NaZSM-5 and on 12-ring sites and

w xsidepockets in NaMOR 26 .
In this work, adsorption interaction and hydration

effect in NaY with different benzene or water load-
ing were studied by analyzing two parameters for
23 Na-isotropic chemical shift and the second order
quadrupolar effect, as calculated using MQMAS
NMR spectra. The correlated effects of benzene
molecules on the sodium sites and ion mobility
change due to hydration are discussed.

2. High-resolution MQMAS experiment

The MQMAS method combines MAS and two-di-
mensional experiment to average out the broadening
due to the second order quadrupolar interaction of

Ž .half-integer nuclear spin I)1r2 . In the original
w xtwo-pulse sequence 21 , by correlating the evolution

of the p-quantum coherence during t and the ob-1

servable single-quantum central transition coherence
during t , an echo is observed at t s2 2
w Ž . Ž .x Ž .pA I, p rA I,1 t . Here the A I, p is defined4 4 1 4

w xas 30 :
2p

A I , p s18 I Iq1 y34 y5 1Ž . Ž . Ž .4 ž /2

The method enables the refocus of anisotropy of
the quadrupolar interaction. Since the center of mass
of the anisotropic quadrupolar shift is zero, the first

Žmoment of resonance shift in the F2 dimension or
.SQ axis becomes:

d cm sd qA I ,1 B 2Ž . Ž .2 CS 0 0

where:
2p

A I , p s I Iq1 y3 3Ž . Ž . Ž .0 ž /2

and:
23 xs

B sy 4Ž .0 ž /10n 2 I 2 Iy1Ž .0

Here, n is the Larmor frequency in Hz. The0

second order quadrupolar effect is defined as x 's
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Ž 2 .1r2x 1qh r3 where the quadrupolar coupling
constant x'e2qQrh in Hz and h is asymmetry
parameter. The isotropic resonance shift in the F1

Ž .dimension or 3Q axis is obtained after a shearing
w xtransformation as mentioned previously 21 . It be-

comes:

p A I ,1 yA I , pŽ . Ž .Ž .4 4
d s d1 CSA I ,1Ž .4

p A I , p A I ,1 yA I ,1 A I , pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 4 0 4
q B0A I ,1Ž .4

5Ž .
Using the above equations, d and x can beCS s

solved.

3. Experimental

3.1. Sample preparation

Ž .The NaY LZ-Y52, SirAls2.4 used is supplied
and characterized by STREM Chemicals, USA. C D6 6

with a minimum purity of 99.5% was purchased
from Merck, and no further purification process was
used. For the studies of hydrated NaY zeolite, deion-
ized water was used.

One small glass ball containing the required
amount of adsorbate material was sealed and then
admitted to the upper part of the sample tube with
glass wool separating it from the NaY in the lower

23 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Na MAS NMR spectra of C D rNaY system including a xs0, b xs0.3, c xs0.8, d xs2.0, e xs5.0 recorded at a6 6
Ž . Ž .resonance frequency of 132.3 MHz 11.75 T with a spinning rate of 12 kHz. In the spectrum for dry NaY a , the signal consists of a down

field Gaussian peak as SI-Na and a second order quadrupole-splitting peak as SII-Na at high field.
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part of the sample tube. The NaY was packed into a
4-mm ZrO rotor which was then dehydrated under2

10y5 Torr vacuum at 673 K for at least 12 h. After
cooling, the tube was sealed with the dried NaY and
C D -bearing ball inside. The adsorbate material ball6 6

was then broken by shaking the tube. Afterwards, the
sample was kept at 353 K for 12 h to ensure a
homogeneous distribution of adsorbate and finally
the rotor was capped inside a dry box. Over a period
of 4 months, the reproducibility of relaxation data
was checked to ensure the stability and sealing of the
sample. In the experiment on benzene effects, the
sample was labeled as x C D rNaY which means x6 6

C D molecules per supercage. Five NaYrbenzene6 6

samples with xs0, 0.3, 0.8, 2.0 and 5.0 were
examined. The sample with xs5.0 is considered to
have saturated loading. To represent the loading of
hydration, x H OrNaY means x H O molecules2 2

per unit cell. Four hydrated NaY samples with xs
40, 88, 160 and 240 were examined.

3.2. NMR spectroscopy

The 23 Na MAS and MQMAS NMR measure-
ments were carried out using a Bruker NMR spec-
trometer MSL-500 with a 23 Na resonance frequency

Ž .of 132.3 MHz 11.75 T . The standard 4-mm Bruker
MAS probe was used with a MAS frequency of ca.
12 kHz. To obtain the 23 Na MAS NMR spectra a
single-pulse excitation of 0.65 ms corresponding to a
pr6 flip angle and a repetition time of 800 ms were
used. The 3QMAS NMR experiments were carried
out using a three-pulse, z-filter sequence proposed by

w xAmoureux et al. 31 . The triple quantum excitation
pulse was 4.5 ms, and the conversion pulse was 2.6
ms. Both of these pulses were applied with the r.f.
power set at 120 kHz. Observable magnetization was
then induced after reducing the r.f. power to 12 kHz
and applying a z-filter pulse of 16 ms which fol-
lowed 5 ms after the second pulse. The t was1

incremented by 8 ms. For each triple-quantum spec-
trum, 128 rows with 24 dummy scans and 1200

23 ŽFig. 3. 2D-contour plot of Na 3QMAS NMR spectrum topped
.with SQ-projections for dry NaY recorded at a resonance fre-

Ž .quency of 132.3 MHz 11.75 T with a spinning rate of 12 kHz.

scans per row were recorded. The time-proportional-
Ž .phase-increment TPPI was applied to the t period1

of triple-quantum evolution in order to obtain a pure
absorption spectrum. All 23 Na NMR shifts are refer-
enced to the solid NaCl.

4. Results and discussion

For convenience of data processing, the contour
plots of MQMAS NMR spectra are shown with
respect to the individual resonance frequency. The
calculated isotropic chemical shifts are later adjusted

23 Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. 2D-contour plots of Na MAS NMR spectra topped with SQ-projections for C D rNaY system including a xs0.3, b6 6
Ž . Ž . Ž .xs0.8, c xs2.0, d xs5.0 recorded at a resonance frequency of 132.3 MHz 11.75 T with a spinning rate of 12 kHz.
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with respect to the signal for solid NaCl. The results
are described below.

4.1. Effects of benzene adsorption

Fig. 2 shows the usual 23 Na-NMR spectra of
various benzene-loaded NaY. With no loading of
benzene, the Gaussian-like low field peak may be
correlated to SI-Na and the high field peak with

w xquadrupole-splitting to SII-Na 20 . With increasing
benzene-loading the SII-Na signal changes dramati-
cally from a quadrupole-splitting line shape to a
Gaussian-like line shape. The quadrupolar coupling
is apparently reduced. Furthermore, the benzene
molecule attaching to the SII-Na may account for the
reduction of the electric field gradient at Na. With
decreasing loading, the signal for SII-Na shows two
different environments at site II, i.e., the benzene
molecules adsorb onto parts of the SII-Na. As ben-
zene-loading gets higher, only the signal for ben-
zene-adsorbed SII-Na is observed. Also, the SIX-Na
signal was not detected and this is probably due to
the relatively small concentration of this species.

In Fig. 3, the 2D-spectrum of dry NaY shows two
groups of signals in which the higher frequency one
along the SQ axis represents the SI-Na and the other
is for the SII-Na. The SII-Na signal has a low SrN
ratio due to the effect of a large quadrupolar interac-
tion during the coherence transfers by nutation. The
2D-contour plot of dry NaY is the same as the result

w xobtained by Hunger et al. 26 . In Fig. 4, the signal
for adsorbed Na increases with the C D loading as6 6

displayed in the 2D-contour plots of the samples
with xs0.3, 0.8, 2.0 and 5.0. On the other hand,
the signal for bare SII-Na disappears for loading of
over two molecules per supercage. Throughout the
examination of all the 2D-spectra, we are still unable
to identify the SIX-Na signal.

After analyzing the signal, as depicted in Table 1,
small variations in the isotropic chemical shifts of
SI-Na are observed among the samples and these
reflect a small effect of down-field shift of SI-Na in
the vicinity of adsorbed benzene molecules on SII or

w xthe 12R window site 8 . Within the experimental
error the x obtained for SI-Na is irrelevant tos

benzene loading. With increasing loading, the ring
current effect of benzene may give rise to the de-
crease in the isotropic chemical shift of SII-Na ad-

Table 1
Ž .The calculated parameters of isotropic chemical shifts d andCS

Ž .second order quadrupolar effect x of various benzene loadeds

NaY zeolites
a bŽ . Ž .C D rNaY Na-sites d ppm x MHz6 6 CS s

xs0 bare SI y7.3 1.3
cbare SII NA

xs0.3 bare SI y7.1 1.2
bare SII NA

dC D -attached SII NA6 6

xs0.8 bare SI y6.5 1.2
bare SII NA
C D -attached SII y21.9 2.36 6

xs2.0 bare SI y6.1 1.3
bare SII NA
C D -attached SII y22.5 1.96 6

xs5.0 bare SI y6.1 1.2
bare SII NA
C D -attached SII y23.3 1.76 6

a The calculated d is referenced to solid NaCl and has an errorCS

of "0.1 ppm.
b Error associated with x is about "0.1 MHz.s
c The signal of bare SII-Na cannot be resolved from MQMAS
NMR spectrum, but its correlated parameter could be received
from the curve fitting of the MAS NMR resonance line and
revealed as d sy15 ppm, x s3.9 MHz, hs0. As loading isCS

above xs0.8, the bare SII-Na is unseen on both MAS and
MQMAS NMR spectra.
d The resolution is too low to be analyzed.

sorbed with benzene. Nevertheless, adsorption of
benzene may reduce the electric field gradient at
SII-Na as well, resulting in a decrease in magnitude
of second order quadrupolar effect for SII-Na.

Previous neutron diffraction studies of the ben-
w xzenerNaY system at 4 K and room temperature 7

have shown that some of the benzene attached to the
SII-Na and the distance between SII-Na and the
benzene molecule gets shorter with increasing ben-
zene loading. As our results show, with increasing
benzene loading, the upfield variation of isotropic
chemical shift and the decreasing x of SII-Na mays

be correlated with attachment of the benzene
molecules to the SII-Na cations.

4.2. Effects of water adsorption

It is believed that water molecules are small
enough to go through the 6-ring window on the face

w xof the sodalite 32 . From the usual MAS- and
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MQMAS-NMR spectra shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively, it can be seen that with the increasing
H O loading the 23 Na signal changes from an over-2

lapped line shape with a Gaussian peak and a
quadrupolar splitting peak to a single Gaussian line.
For the sample with a loading of xs40, the broad-
ening effect from the resonance of SII-Na can be
clearly observed, while with loading above xs88
only one merged Gaussian peak exists. The former
observation reveals that the SII-Na is not signifi-
cantly affected by low-loading hydration. Thus, one
may infer that the adsorbed water molecules are
preferentially situated in the sodalite cage. This is in
good agreement with the conclusion obtained from a
129 Xe-NMR probing study of the hydrated NaY sys-

w xtem 33 . Besides, it was found that when hydration
is below 36 water molecules per unit cell, the xenon
atom could not locate the presence of water molecules
in the supercage.

In the MQMAS NMR spectrum for the xs40
sample, Fig. 6a, the resolution of the broad shoulder
peak at high field along the F2-axis is too low to be
analyzed. However, the information inherent in the
Gaussian-like signal is obtained in Table 2. The
isotropic chemical shift for the Gaussian-like signal
in hydrated NaY is found to shift to a higher field
Ž . Ž .y8.0 ppm than that for SI-Na y7.3 ppm in
dehydrated NaY. Moreover, the initially increasing
values of x reflect the degree of asymmetric coor-s

dination at sodium sites resulting from the hydration

23 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Na MAS NMR spectra of H OrNaY system including a xs0, b xs40, c xs88, d xs160, e xs240 recorded at a2
Ž .resonance frequency of 132.3 MHz 11.75 T with a spinning rate of 12 kHz.
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Table 2
Ž .The calculated parameters of isotropic chemical shifts d andCS

Ž .second order quadrupolar effect x of NaY zeolites with variouss

hydration

Hydrated Gaussian-like peak of d xCS s
23 a bŽ . Ž .NaY Na ppm MHz

xs0 dry SI y7.3 1.3
Xxs40 hydrated SI and SI y8.0 1.7

X cxs88 hydrated SI, SI and SII y8.6 2.1
Xxs160 hydrated SI, SI and SII y8.7 1.3
Xxs240 hydrated SI, SI and SII y8.2 1.0

a The calculated d is referenced to solid NaCl and has an errorCS

of "0.1 ppm.
b Error associated with x is about "0.1 MHz.s
c When hydration is above xs40, only single 23 Na resonance
exists.

effect on the SII- and SIX-Na. Since SII- and SIX-Na
are both situated on the 6-ring windows, the ad-
sorbed water molecules may reduce the spatial dif-
ferences between SII- and SIX-sodium and cause a
similar chemical environment on both of them. When
the hydrated NaY has a loading above xs88, its xs

falls off. It may reflect the symmetric arrangement of
water molecules orrand the increase in the mobility
of sodium ions and water molecules. Since the signal
of triple-quantum is still observable, the mobility
mentioned here involves only local motion which is
confined within the neighborhood of the original
sites. Furthermore, the same effect may be found
also from a narrower line width in the MAS NMR
spectra than that of xs40, as shown in Fig. 5c–e.
The results are consistent with the RAMAN experi-
ments on the hydrated NaY by Ferwerda and van der

w xMaas 11 . They concluded that in such a system, the
presence of water increases the mobility of sodium
cations and causes a broadening of the band for the
O–T–O bending vibration. The other evidence of the
increasing ion mobility can apparently result from
the decrease in SrN ratio of the MQMAS NMR
spectra for the samples with higher hydration.

For hydrated NaY samples, both d and xCS s

differ from that of the SI-Na in dry NaY. Since the
water molecules could hardly access the hexagonal

Ž .prism cage site I , the sodium cation there has to

Ž X.shift to the sodalite cage site I in order to interact
with the water molecules. The same phenomenon has
been found in the XRD results for hydrated NaY
w x X12 . In that experiment, an increased SI -Na-oc-
cupancy is observed at low water loading. It means
the coordination on SIX-Na cations is implemented by
water molecules.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we apply two probe molecules,
benzene and water, to study the adsorption effects on
the sodium sites in NaY zeolites. In the case of
benzene adsorption, only the SII-Na cations in the
supercage, interacting directly with the adsorbed
benzene molecules, were detected and this reflects
the changes of isotropic chemical shift and second
order quadrupolar effect. The SI-Na cations in the
hexagonal prism cage show a slight change in
isotropic chemical shift with increasing benzene
loading. However, the quadrupolar interaction of
SI-Na is almost unchanged and this indicates that the
SI-Na environment is hardly affected by adsorbed
benzene molecules in the supercages. It is well-
known that benzene molecules are only allowed in
the supercages and the results described above corre-
late well with this. Also, for fully hydrated NaY
zeolite, all the sodium cations in it can interact with
adsorbed water molecules. Since the adsorbed water
molecules favor being situated in the sodalite cages,

Ž .under low hydration e.g., 40 H O per unit cell the2

SII-Na can preserve its asymmetric environment and
shows a broad NMR signal. Under higher water
loading, the roll-off of the quadrupolar interaction of
the hydrated sodium cations in NaY zeolites can be
explained by the fact that the hydration reduces the
electric field gradient at sodium sites resulting from
the increase of mobility of those cations.

Chemical shift and quadrupolar interaction are
indicative for the analysis of the interaction between
the guest and host molecules. Thus, MQMAS is a
feasible technique to obtain high resolution solid-state

23 Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. 2D-contour plots of Na MAS NMR spectra topped with SQ-projections for H OrNaY system including a xs40, b xs88,2
Ž . Ž . Ž .c xs160, d xs240 recorded at a resonance frequency of 132.3 MHz 11.75 T with a spinning rate of 12 kHz.
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NMR spectra in which the parameters of isotropic
chemical shift and second order quadrupolar effect
are easily resolved.
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